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Company Overview
What is Applegate?

Applegate is a business to business marketplace, imagine Amazon or eBay but exclusively for
business products and services.
The main difference being we do not get involved in the transactions, we simply connect a buyer with a supplier.
On our site a buyer can find the products or services they need via the search bar which brings up matching suppliers. From here they
can contact the seller via the information we provide, or click
through to the suppliers own website to continue their
enquiry.
Alternatively the buyer can place a “Request for
Quotation” (RFQ) , which is a service we released
2 years ago, that means we can take over the
job of sourcing suppliers and gathering
quotes on behalf of the buyer.
The buyer receives email alerts when
their RFQ receives responses and
they are able to login and compare
the quotations provided.
With thousands of suppliers and
millions of products on the site we
are able to help with any business
buying requirement.
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►► Est 1996 (Actually pre dating Google in the UK) as a site
for Engineering and Manufacturing sourcing.
►► An average of over 10,000 searches made by buyers
each working day.
►► 66,000 registered users (we do not force registration,
its only required for those placing an RFQ).
►► Over 1 Billion in value of RFQs placed since release
of Applegate PRO 2 years ago (prior to that we were a
search engine only, you could not place RFQs).
►► 35% of users come directly to Applegate
►► 65% through content from our pages being picked up
in external search engines.
►► 99.7% of people coming to Applegate “self source” a
supplier versus asking us to gather quotes for them via
placement of an RFQ.
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Brief overview of Applegate
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Example of search
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Example of a quote request response
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Users who have raised requests for quotes on Applegate
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How does Applegate generate Users?

We have two user types. Buyers and Suppliers
Buyers use the site entirely free of charge. They can self source suppliers using our search or ask us to gather quotes for them.
Applegate is funded by the Suppliers, they pay a annual or monthly fee to be a member. Our belief is that if we have buyers the suppliers
will come so we focus our user generation around getting buyers to use the site.

How is this done?
►► Organic Traffic
Applegate has millions of pages of content. With this amount of content external search engines such as Google, Bing, Yahoo etc
will often display pages from our site in search results. 65% of buyers coming to Applegate arrive via this means. Of course after this
point we aim for them to come back to us directly in the future by providing a good buying experience.
►► Aneka
Applegate have developed a piece of software called “Aneka” that searches the net constantly for people looking for business
products and services. It auto searches Linked In, Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and many other sites for key phrases. We then have a
team dedicated to calling these buyers, explaining our service and registering them to place the RFQ.
►► Email Broadcasts
Our email data base of business buyers exceeds 300,000 opt’d in records. We are sending broadcasts constantly reminding them of
the services and asking if the need quotes (for example currently we are doing car leasing as its the new plates).
►► Enterprise
We also have our Enterprise offering where we have a team that visits larger business to implement a “white label” company
branded version of Applegates procurment portal within the company in order to help them ensure staff apply buying best practice.
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